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Objectives and Contributions

Learning with Weak/Noisy Supervision

- Learning to count from crowdsourced dot-annotations.
-Application: penguins in the wild.
-Challenge: weak and noisy annotations (e.g. systematic undercounting).
-Challenge: complex background and penguin appearance variability.

-How can we define the density regression labels from dot-annotations?
The object density regression builds on top of a foreground/background segmentation which
can be easier to learn from crowdsourced dot-annotations.

-We propose a multi-task network for counting, segmenting and predicting
annotators’ disagreement from crowdsourced dot-annotations.
-We release the first version of the large penguin dataset.

The Penguin Dataset

-How can we define the labels for binary foreground-background segmentation from
dot-annotations?
We define the segmentation labels as trimaps. These can be built using penguin size
information (depth) or by exploiting the dispersion in the dot-annotations of different users
(without depth).

-Ongoing project to monitor penguin colonies in Antarctica.
-Already available[1]: Over 80k large images from 36 fixed cameras.
-Annotations are provided by citizen scientists who volunteer to use the tool [2]; the
current release of the dataset is annotated by an average of 8.75 users per image.
-Two splits of the data are provided: one with mixed cameras and one where cameras
are kept separate.
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Results
Counting performance
Mean counting error (MCE) w.r.t. the mean
and max of the annotator’s count over
separate foreground regions in the images in
both dataset splits: mixed/separate.
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Dot-annotations by 8 different volunteer annotators (colour-coded).

Model
-Learn mapping from images to pixel-wise object density, as well as predict the difficulty of
the counting task across the image.
-Multi-task CNN which leverages segmentation to define the labels for density regression;
even rough a segmentation provides spatial cues and correspondence between dots and
groups of objects.
-Crowdsourced labels provide information about the difficulty of the task through the
agreement between annotators.
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